
 

       Rugby in Mr. Burkowsky's class will be a modified non-contact game 

Below you will find some basic rules and regulations for our modified rugby game 

Start of game 

Offensive team starts with ball on opposite goal line  

Defense starts mid-field and starts the game by saying "ready, go"  

Repeat this after every goal 

                    Advanced game  

      Starts with Scrum (See Below) 

Game play 

Beginning: The runner (person with ball) can advance ball forward only by running. Passes can only be made 
backwards. So you run toward your goal and pass away from your goal. Once you pass the ball you should loop 
around behind the new runner. Once you receive the ball you should advance forward as far as possible. Runners 
must stop when they get tagged by the defense (one hand for large fields, two hands for small fields). At this point 
the runner must pass the ball backwards to a teammate.. If they fail to make a pass or they make an illegal forward 
pass the other team will start with the ball at the point of the infraction with one free pass backwards.  

Advanced: When tagged a player has 3 seconds: one one thousand, two one thousand, three one thousand to 
make a pass otherwise give up the ball to the other team 

Advanced: Upon forward pass defense calls out forward pass, Scrum takes place ¾ distance from the try line in 
favor of the non-penalized team. 

Scrum (Scrummage) : We use a modified scrum taken from the game of Rugby. In our Scrum two players from each team will 
face off against each other. The defensive team will have the advantage which means one of their players will roll the ball into 
the center of the scrum towards their 2 teammates. 

The 2 players on your team must place the palm of their hand on the inside shoulder of their teammate thus locking 
them together for the scrum. The opposing teams 2 players will do the same.  

The two teams will face each other at the point of the infraction at arms distance.  

All other players are behind their teammates who are in the scrum.  

When the ball is rolled into the scrum each player is trying to use their feet to drag or pull the ball backwards out of 
the scrum to their teammates waiting behind them  

NO KICKING!!!  ONLY PULLING WITH FEET BACKWARDS  

Once the ball is out any player not directly involved in the scrum can pick up the ball and start game play again  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Punting: Punting the ball has 2 advantages when used at the proper time 

       It can give the offense better field position or possibly a goal  

It can give the defense poor field position; getting the offense out of a jam 

Punting will be permitted at any time during game play when a team has possession of the ball.  

The runner can punt at anytime prior to being tagged (once tagged you must pass)  

The runner must call out "PUNT" clearly  

At this time the offensive team can head downfield and the punter has 3 seconds to put the ball in play  

At the time the runner calls for a punt teammates cannot be in the endzone. 

All punts are considered loose balls and follow the loose ball rules as noted below 

Loose Ball Rules 

Any ball that drops to the ground due to a missed or bobbled pass or punt is considered a loose ball  

This is considered a turnover and the other team takes over from where the ball hit the ground. One free pass backward is 
allowed 

Advanced 

Any ball that drops to the ground due to a missed or bobbled pass or punt is considered a loose ball  

Who ever touches the ball first takes possession.  

No diving or sliding to get at a loose ball  

No kicking a loose ball that is on the ground or in the air.  

Out of Bounds Rules 

A player who runs out of bounds with a ball will place the ball on the boundary line where they ran out. The other team will 
get one free pass backwards from that point to start the game in motion 

      Any loose ball that goes out of bounds will be considered out by the team that touched it last and    will be awarded to the 
other team. Rule above applies 

Scoring 

Runner must place ball on goal line to score. This is worth 5 points – This is called a “TRY “If you score a try, a player on your 
team gets a chance at a ”CONVERSION” worth 3 points 

 ”CONVERSION” is a non-defended punt that must go through a predetermined set of goal posts or strike a targeted area such 
as the backboard or part of the wall in the gym.  You get one chance at a conversion per try. 

You cannot step or pass backward into your own goal area. If done it is a 3 point penalty kick for the opposite 
team then a scrum 


